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ABSTRACT

An ad hoc network consists of wireless nodes that communicate through

cooperation with each other, and operate independently of additional network devices

such as routers and switches. These networks are self-sufficient and distributed in nature

which are most widely used in the areas where there is little or no infrastructure available,

like battlefields, weather forecast applications, etc. Recently ad hoc networks have been

deployed in many places and have become a part of everyone’s life. Devices such as

laptops, smartphones, and netbooks are using it as one option for wireless networks. This

emerging trend poses a serious security issue. As there is no centralized authority,

establishing trust between devices in an ad hoc network is very important. Trust

management among the nodes in an ad hoc network, or between the nodes of different

networks, is a must and needs to be managed without compromising node functionality.

In this thesis, a new trust method is proposed which manages directly and

indirectly connected nodes, and is also able to resolve issues concerning the unfair trust

value grading between neighbors and the destination node.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Trust is a very important criterion in the real world. Without trust, it’s hard to

maintain any relationship, in real life or in networks. Trust plays an especially critical

role in ad hoc networks due to the non-existence of a centralized authority. To build and

manage a trustable Internet is a very interesting topic to research. To understand trust-

based relationships in an ad hoc network, it’s necessary to understand the working of an

ad hoc network.

1.1 Introduction to an Ad Hoc Network

Based on structure, we can divide current computer networks into centralized

networks and decentralized networks (such as ad hoc). In centralized networks, the host

usually handles the packet and lets the router or access point handle the routing

information. In a decentralized network, every node is a cooperative host and, at the same

time, also acts as a router.

1.2 Characteristics of the Ad hoc Network

An ad hoc network [4] is highly self-organized, compared to the traditional wired

or wireless network. Because of its very characteristics, it is vulnerable to attacks. The

following are the reasons why ad hoc networks are vulnerable.

First of all, because of the resource limitations, ad hoc networks do not have

additional routing or switching devices. The power available to the nodes and bandwidth

is limited. As a result, the malicious nodes can hack the network by monitoring or
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modifying the information on the link layer; it can also act as a trust node (a trust node is

a node with high trust value) [1].

The second important criterion is “mobility”. As most nodes in an ad hoc network

are mobile, the position of the nodes is changing all the time. So, static routing methods

are not suitable for ad hoc networks. Ad-hoc routing protocols like AODV, OLSR, DSR

are the only way for nodes to learn about the topology of the ad-hoc network, the number

of hops between the source node and the destination node.

For a decentralized network like an ad hoc network, routing of packets depends

on the cooperation between the intermediate nodes to build connections when the

destination node is out of the direct reach of the source node. The node may run out of

battery power because of the malicious nodes flooding messages. Since the ad hoc is a

self-organized network, it is not easy to revert the changes in the network, i.e., we cannot

pick out malicious nodes and rebuild a new network.

Protocols and security features that are in place for centralized networks like

traditional computer networks don’t work efficiently in decentralized networks like ad-

hoc networks, so it is necessary to come up with an efficient and effective method to

provide routing and security in ad hoc networks.

1.3 Security in Ad hoc Networks

The security goals for ad hoc networks and wired networks are the same:

availability, confidentiality, integrity, and certification [5].

(1) Availability: The network will be available even if the node is under attack. In

the mobile ad hoc network, the attack may happen at different layers. For example, if the

attack is happening in the physical layer where bandwidth is compromised, then the rest
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of the nodes will keep waiting. Another point to note is the mobility. This affects the

reliability since nodes are able to move from one area to other areas. There is no central

server to remember the ID of all nodes because of memory limit.[3].

(2) Confidentiality: The purpose of confidentiality is to make sure the privacy of

users is protected, which includes important information like bank account numbers.

There have to be enough security procedures in place to protect the confidentiality of

users and these procedures should be updated and tested regularly. This is why more and

more researchers are right now focusing on this area [4.]

(3) Integrity: Integrity is to make sure no information is lost or changed during the

transmission. The network must identify the ID of the destination to avoid sending to the

wrong nodes, especially malicious nodes, as this behavior will lower the reliability of the

network [4].

(4) Certification: Before sending the packet, each node needs to identify the ID of

the next node to which it is going to send the packet, as there are no central certification

agents. If a packet is sent without certification, malicious nodes may take advantage of it

and get access to important information. Certifying the destination node is just not

enough; authentication is also necessary to permit the node to have proper

communication. As ad hoc nodes are mobile, nodes do not have fixed management areas;

therefore it is not feasible to deploy a firewall in ad hoc networks. In the following

chapters, we are going to discuss the node identification in detail.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

The definition of trust in areas such as sociology, psychology, philosophy,

economics, and media studies is different. However, when it concerns the relationship

between human beings and technology, trust can be defined as reliability for the node and

this kind of relationship may change because of time and behavior [3].

A single node may take a risk to trust another in or out of its network to achieve

its task. The one that is usually connected with trust is honor. In the social network, honor

is generated based on the behavior of the object or the content dealt by the object. The

difference between honor and trust is that honor describes a group of objects trust level

towards a single object. Trust has always been described as a single object’s self-aptitude

toward another object.

The trust we mentioned in this article means the trust object’s aptitudes towards

the object, which has been trusted. Based on the trust object’s communication experience,

a node assigns a number to the trusted object.

In an ad hoc network, the level of trust includes the physical conditions of the

node such as bandwidth, power, storage size, calculation ability, and the behavior of this

node in the network (including how long this node has been in the network, friendly

relationships, and how many packages are sent or received) [5].
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2.1 Relationship between Honor, Trust, and Benefit

Figure 1 shows the relationships between trust, reputation, and reciprocity. If the

node’s trust level increases, then the reputation between the entities will be high. It will in

turn lead to an increase in reciprocity. For example, if a node is a benefit to the other

nodes, then the honor and the trust level of this node will be high; the other node will

trust this node. As in a real society, past actions affect future behavior leading people to

build trust relationships with each other.

According to Figure 1, trust will encourage the node inside of an ad hoc network

to have more cooperation. This is why it is necessary to have a trust level to help make

decision whether the node is healthy or not.

In an ad hoc network, there exist many kinds of attack models, which include the

DoS attack, the flooding attack, and cheating. In this research work, the authors consider

cheating and unit cheating attack models. The node will return the local network from

other networks after modifying their ID and sending unreliable information or service

Trust

Reputation Reciprocity

Figure 1: Trust Reputation and Reciprocity
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priority, or waiting until they get a high honor or trust value, and then start cheating or

hacking the local network.

The ad hoc network is a energy limited and bandwidth limited network. Nodes

inside of the ad hoc network are formed through cooperation in order to reach nodes out

of communication range, but some of the nodes, because of the power and calculation

limits, are not willing to spend their energy on the calculation of other nodes’ information.

Based on the above factors, in this research work, a new trust model is proposed,

which will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. These selfish nodes will use the energy of

other nodes, in order to be reviewed with a high level trust number and a high reference

grade.

Some nodes, through cooperation, get a high grade, but this may depend on the

place where this node is located; some places like the edge (the farthest node which

source node can reach) will have most of the data. Even this node does not send out data

that starts from it; just forwarding the data packet will not help it to get to a higher grade.

2.2 Definition of trust model

In the highly self-organized network like the ad hoc, how is the behavior of nodes

managed? Ad hoc network trust management is just like a social network; it is a network

that is built on human communication and behavior. The goal of the ad hoc network is to

prove a platform that is unlimited by the environment. However, as part of the society,

the social network is also part of the human world. In real life, people trust each other

based on behaviors limited by the law or morality. In ad hoc networks, like human

networks, the objects always share useful information among each other. Also, these

nodes have the right to choose which one they want to share or obtain the data.
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Absolute good quality in transformation is not required, as we can use coding to

solve errors which happen during transformation; all of the nodes are able to accept some

errors inside or they correct errors in the information caused by transmission. One

example is the file sharing among nodes. So we will be able to use the trust relationship

to take advantage of the mobility of the ad hoc network.

(1) Based on the trust value to provide different service

In the ad hoc network, we can offer different services based on different trust values. For

example, for the high trust value node, we can send most of the data to it or let it forward

the data to the other node. In other words, these nodes which have a high trust value are

going to be viewed as the backbone of the local network. When a path needs to be set up,

these nodes are always the first choice.

The punishment will also be executed for those nodes which are defined as

malicious or selfish and such nodes are going to be separated from the current network.

No data will be forwarded to these nodes. But those nodes which cannot be identified or

are not bad enough will be used as the second choice.

(2) Based on Figure 1 the relationships between trust, reputation, and reciprocity

which we are using in our daily lives.

Because nodes are encouraged to cooperate with each other, the malicious nodes

are easy to find. The source node will make a decision whether to communicate with the

destination or not. The mobile ad hoc network is a self-organized network.

Its high frequency dynamic self-organization prevents an unreliable quality of

service, so it is very significant to research on how to build an efficient distributed mobile

ad hoc network system in order to increase the security and availability.
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When the node enters and leaves the network more frequently, the trust model

will be able to handle it. In fact, in the research, the decentralized distributed network

system is similar to ad hoc; we should use some examples from real life [10]. The goal is

to create a different scene and separate nodes into different groups so it will be easy to

manage. This research not only needs to consider the cooperation between the nodes in

the ad hoc network, but also the cooperation between the node in the ad hoc network and

other kinds of network nodes such as the file sharing between wired and wireless

networks and network service searching.

The trust level is the degree of the trust between two objects, and the nodes use a

numbering scheme from 1 to 10 to measure it. The value may have the ability to be

represented by either discrete or continuous numbers. Trust level is being widely used to

describe how two nodes are trusted.

Most of the research papers are only focused on how to build a combination trust

model which integrate the direct trust and indirect trust and also divide nodes into

cooperation nodes, selfish nodes, malicious nodes, and double nodes. These trust models

are able to solve most of the problems that we discussed above [4].

Some of the trust models will be able to use different types of routing discovery

and data sending based on different type of nodes. Although these trust models are able to

discover selfish nodes and are able to avoid the selfish nodes’ attacks, those kinds of trust

models are not able to take advantage of neighbor cooperative monitor features [4].

Trust is the basic condition for any kind of trade. In an open environment, a single

object’s trust value can be obtained from two aspects: direct communication and another

object’s recommendation.
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2.3 Trust Relationship Classification

Based on the ways to build trust relationships, there are two kinds of trust models:

through the trustable third party and by using feedback information.

(1) The reliable or trustable third party is using minor nodes (those nodes will be

worked as central nodes) in the network to manage the whole network and punish those

selfish nodes periodically. The other is using feedback or a grading policy. Most of the

distribution networks are using this model as the trust model.

(2) The ad hoc network is a dynamic and unidentified environment, since all the

nodes are moving all the time. Hence, identifying the destination node’s status is very

important. There are two kinds of trust: behavior trust and status trust.

Status trust means to identify a target’s status in the local network, and then make

a decision whether or not to authorize the object to communicate with it. Many papers

mention using visit control or a public/private key to enhance the security level [4]. These

technologies have been used to confirm the destination’s status. These methods solved

the status certification problem.

The behavior trust problem is more reliable since the ad hoc network is an open

dynamic network. The status of nodes is changing more frequently than the wired nodes.

According to this, the behavior trust method is more suitable for the ad hoc network. The

node inside the ad hoc network will be able to build a trust record based on the history of

communication. Though a certain time of the communication is required, it can grade the

behavior of the destination nodes.
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Based on the distributed system’s characteristics, we will have the following

relationship for nodes A, B, C. If node A trusts B, and B trusts C, then we can say A

trusts C. This will be viewed as trust passing. In the whole system, this may not always

be true. However, node A trusting node B does not mean that node B will trust node A

also.

2.4 Trust Reference Definition

In an ad hoc network system, getting information for all the entities in the local

community is very hard. As in the ad hoc network limitation for each node, indirect

knowledge is also very hard. However, there is always a per-session. Human beings also

usually will deal with unknown stuff based on first impressions. First impressions are a

very important part of the trust relationship.

2.5 Global Trust, Local Trust and Reference

(1) Global trust

Some trust models, which are also built based on the feedback grading policy for

each node, will assign a number as the trust level. For example, eBay, the world’s largest

online trade market,, grades each other every time after the trade between the customer

and the salesman is done. This model is easy to understand. However, there is a

disadvantage to this method. This model is unable to handle unfair review. For example,

the customer may give the salesman a lower grade even if the whole trade process is good.

In some of the papers, the authors introduce global trust value; the global trust value is

calculated based on the history of the trade and the local trade, and then calculates the

global trust history [3].
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Over the years, researchers have proposed other models to build honor

management. In those models, the trust value will only be transmitted between the super

node and the backbone nodes that will make the ad hoc network centralized. Since there

is no fair review policy and no punishment policy based on all the communication, this

model cannot handle the cheating from the malicious nodes. For example, in the same

community, for node A, the other node trust value towards it will be the same if they

have the same time and the same quality communication. The simple trust model can’t

give a fair grade to a node, so it will be an easy attack for the malicious nodes. A

complicated model will occupy too many system resources [4]

(2) Local trust

Most of the calculations about ad hoc net work are focused on providing a way

for the node to be able to calculate a neighbor node’s trust value based on the

information that each node can handle, including the transmission quality and the

content. [5][6][7]. Developed trust models are based on the Bayesian model to manage

trust level. The Bayesian based trust model describes the aspect of the trust, so for a

different environment the node will have a different trust value. However, the Bayesian

based trust model is only suitable for the network, which consists of a limited number of

nodes [4]. The major difference between the Bayesian based trust model and the other

is that for node one, trust value is stored in its memory to form other nodes towards

node one itself.

In the current era, trust models like [7] [8] belong to the trust-passing model. It

cannot handle when the references recommend quality that is low, which means the trust

level is also low and the probability of the destination node to be a malicious node is high,
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so it can be viewed as kind of a waste of the ad hoc nodes’ energy and occupying limited

bandwidth. Then how is a trust method that is built to enhance the trust justified? It

concerns the degree of trustable calculation.

In the distributed network, there is no centralized management. To build a trust

model which can prevent all the attacks is very hard, especially preventing attacks from

the malicious nodes. In this research, when a trust model is built, there are some other

conditions that we need to consider when the model suitable for enlarging the network on

the bandwidth side takes too many resources.

(3) Definition for reference

Right now most of the certification protocols are based on the trust passing from

one to the other. For example:

a. In Figure 2, if node A trusts node B, and node B trusts node C, node B will be a

reference for A to know something about node C. The connection between node A and

node C is a dotted line, which means node A does not fully trust node C.

A C

Figure 2 Node B will be the reference node C to node A

B
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b.  Node A will not accept this reference; although node B trusts node A, node A

does not trust node B, which means there is not a trust relationship between the source

node A and node C.

c.  Even if the trust value for node A to node B is increased, this does not mean the

trust value between node A and node C will also be increased. The reference trust value

will only depend on the trust value between node B and node C.

d.  Node A will grade node B’s reference quality. It has been proved that if node C is

a trustable node, node B will get a high grade on reference. On the other hand, if node C

is not a trustable node, node B will get a low grade on reference.

e.  No matter how big the trust value is, the trust relationship is always a single way.

If node A trusts node B, and at the same time node B trusts C, this does not mean that

node A will trust node C as node A trusts node B. Between node A and node C there is

still a need for a reference trust value from node B.

In this thesis, the trust method is based on the trust reference grading policy to

pass or forward the trust relationship. The model will be built based on the definition

mentioned above.
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CHAPTER 3

TRUST MODEL

3.1 Definition of the Trust Level A(n):

In the balanced-grading model, discrete numbers are used to represent the trust

level. In an ad hoc network, each node inside will be able to search the other node. The

destination node’s trust level depends on his neighbor’s trust value towards it. There are

two ways to collect the trust value. One way is by using a query system, through sending

out query messages into the network, and those nodes that received this query message

reply with a message which contain the trust value towards the destination node. Another

way is that whenever a trust value is updated and it is broadcasted, other nodes in this

network will receive it and update the nodes trust value in their list. Since an ad hoc

network has power limitation and bandwidth limitation, this article will use the query

system to request the destination’s trust value. After collecting the destination’s reference

trust value, the source node will be able to calculate the destination’s trust value.

3.2 Reference Calculation

Destination trust value from the reference node can be defined as [1]:

*
j

Ri

n
Wi

i
R T

S
 -------------------- (1)

In equation (1), R is the destination’s final trust value. RT  represents other nodes

trust towards this destination node, w is the reference nodes’ reference’s quality, and S is

the total weight.
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3.3 Reference Define Table

In reference to the trust value calculation, w is whether the reference nodes’

reference’s quality will affect the trust value, since it will help to make the decision

whether to use this as a reference or not. If the reference quality is too low, then this link

will not be adopted as a reference link. If the quality of this time communication is good,

then the reference level will increase, otherwise it is going to be decreased [8]. Trust level

can be divided into two classes:

Direct trust: Nodes will be able to obtain other node’s trust value through direct

communication and based on the history.

Indirect trust: When two nodes cannot reach each other directly, they have to

have other intermediate nodes to forward the packet; this article will define intermediate

nodes as indirect connections. Though the intermediate nodes’ reference, the source node

will build an indirect trust relationship, and after that the source node will build its own

trust record for the node in the community where source node is located.

Total trust value: The sum of the direct trust value and indirect trust value is

defined as the total trust value. The trust level will be justified after each trade. Different

trust levels will be using a unit of L = { 1 2 3 4, , ,L L L L …} to describe the trust value. For

example, “unidentified”, “ok” and , “good” are used to represent the trust level. In a trust

request, these three levels have been used many times; the value for unidentified is p, for

ok is q, and for good is r, so the direct trust value is p/(p+q+r); q/(p+q+r); r/(p+q+r). Like

other researchers proposed, everything is going to a time-to-live counting time; when the

live time is expired, then the trust level of this node will be restarted again, and it will be

viewed as a newly joined node. But if the node is coming back within expiry time, then,
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based on the time and the action that this node had in the community, the trust value will

be reassigned. Time-to-live helps in removing any stale devices from the trust table.

Generally speaking, to build a trust relationship which is going to take care of

aspects of nodes such as the bandwidth, the response time, and the power, to each of the

aspects, we can use a matrix to represent it, so we are further able to assign a value for

each of the aspects, and based on all these aspects we are able to get a total trust value.[10]

T    =

1

11 12 1

21 22 2

2

....

....
.... .... .... ...

....
n

n

n

n nn

w w w
w w w

w w w
W here is representing the trust value from all the aspects of the node, which need to be

calculating the trust. Assuming there are two nodes, A and B, A is the node which is

located in community C. While all the nodes in community C have already finished

building the trust relationship with node A, Node B is the new node which will be graded

by the node in community C at time T.  From equation 1 we will have:

*
*

j

j Ri

Ri

n n iWi

i i

W T
R T

S S
   ---------- (2)

Since the trust value will also be viewed as one kind of weight, so S (the total weight)

will be replaced by the grade, and the average grade will be listed as below:

( ( ) ( ))
( ) r

nr rm
i R

best worse

T i T i
A n T T

n









------- (3)

Tnr, Trm is the trust value toward the reference node in community C. best worseT T
n
  is the

average grade; n represents the number of nodes that work as intermediate nodes between
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node A and node B.

3.4 Improved Trust Relationship

A node cannot be a reference node and a reference request node at the same time.

Consider node A and B in an example. If A through B is worth trusting, then there will be

a trust relationship built between them, but it does not need to build mutual trust every

time. This means A’s trust relationship is directed [6]. In the model, it has following rules:

(1) Between two nodes, there are always relationships

(2) The source node has a direct connection. For example, if node A has some direct

connections, node A is able to reach some nodes without any intermediate nodes.

(3) The trust relationship is passed on to other nodes. If node A and B trust each

other, and node B trusts C, then A will also trust C. However, if node A trusts node D,

which is referenced by node B, then we can say node A trusts node B also.

3.5 Node Classification

MANET is a cooperative decentralized network, but in an ad hoc network all the

nodes do not need any extra routing device to build or maintain the network

communication. They depend on themselves, which means they all are equal, or have

equal status. According to this, nodes in the same community’s behavior become very

important [10].

Generally speaking, we can classify nodes (based on the trust level) into three

major classes: trust nodes, malicious nodes, and unidentified nodes. Trust nodes are the

nodes that join the community without any trust behavior. Malicious nodes are the nodes

which may not cooperate with other nodes or are not willing to share some of the

resources with others, or even tamper with the local community. Unidentified nodes are
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the nodes which, based on current conditions, are unable to identify its trust status

(trustable or not). Examples include newly joined nodes, and returning nodes which are

in the community before, but return to the community after the time-to-live is expired.

Another major factor of concern is the energy issue; ad hoc nodes do not have

endless power. With enough power it is easy to identify the status of all nodes. Since the

power is limited, the concern is how to get an optimized trust list based on the energy and

trust status checking (check current trust status of nodes), trust status update (update trust

current value of nodes), and trust list required (fully trusted nodes list). The model which

is going to be discussed in this thesis is a way which does not need a high frequency

update trust list, but this model will be able to classify a node’s status in an efficient way.

3.6 Common Trust Model

In figure 3 a community of F, D, E assumes that all the nodes in these

communities have already established the trust value among each other. This means a

single node is able to tell the trust value of other nodes which are located in the same

community.

D
E

F

C
A B

Figure 3: Reference node in different community
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For the nodes that communicate with each other through an intermediate node, the

intermediate node’s trust value for the communicating node acts as a metric for

computing the trust at the end nodes. The previous researchers used trust value offers by

the intermediate node as a multiplication factor for the maximum possible trust for one

node at the other [2].

For example, suppose that node A can reach node C through node B. The nodes A

and B and nodes B and C can directly communicate with each other, and also have trust

established for each other.  The trust value Tac at node A for node C is given by [2]

ac ab bcT T T   ------------------- (4)
Where α and β are the weights corresponding to trust value Tab and Tbc, respectively.

Such models build the trust among nodes on a structural procedure. However, in real-

world scenarios, the new nodes join existing communities, and try establishing trust

relation with other internal and external nodes.

In this section, a new behavior-based model is proposed. It uses node behavior as

feedback information to measure the secure level which is proposed to identify the trust

level between any two nodes. Each node is going to be assigned with a credit score based

on its behavior.  The trust model is distributed, as the nodes in ad hoc networks are

autonomous. The trust defining factors are stored in the memory of the individual nodes.

Based on this information, each node maintains its own trust information database. This

model helps the ad hoc nodes to actively find out the malicious nodes. The nodes in

between the trust node and the malicious node will verify the nodes’ behavior. If a

cheating behavior is identified, the feedback credit grading policy is implemented. This

will prevent message faking.
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The network nodes either behave as destination nodes, or support nodes which

forward the packets. As the nodes are independent, the trust value for a node at another

node cannot affect the trust in the other direction. In other words, trust is not a two-way

(bi-directional) property. If node A trusts node B, then it does not mean that node B will

also trust A. Also, the link between any two nodes can either act as a behavior link

(carrying data packets) or the support link (carrying the control/routing packets). The

support links can be classified as directly linked or indirectly linked (cooperate

connection).

The node that assigns a credit value to its neighbor is named as a grader. The links

between any two nodes pointing to a grader are viewed as behavior links, and the links

pointing to the graded nodes are called support links. The node that receives a credit

value is called a graded node. The reference nodes are used as a grading reference.
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3.6.1 Parameters that will be used in the Model:

1) Number of the Link

The trust calculations at a node are calculated by considering the number of links

and the node’s behavior. A newly joined node may receive a credit value from reference

nodes based on the “first impression”. After the node builds a communication history, the

reference nodes may update the credit value for this node periodically. A node with

greater numbers of links will have a better chance to communicate with its neighbors that

assign trust value for the node.

2) Node trust Lifetime

The trusted members of a community, which left and later returned to the

community for a period of time T are trusted with the previously assigned credit value.

The nodes joining the community after the T period of time are treated as new members.

It can be noted that the trust value depends on two factors: the security community

history and the length of the stay in the community.

3) The Weight of the Link

The weight of the link reflects the quality (trust value) of one time communication,

and this parameter is represented by an integer. The negative grades are defined for

malicious nodes and the nodes possessing such grades cannot be trusted for trust live time.

The trust value equal to 0 defines an unidentifiable node (whether a friend or a spy). Such

nodes are typically the newly joined nodes.

Following are the numerical values associated with the trust levels in the proposed

model.
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Table 1: Direct trust degree table

Value Mean Description
-3 No trust at all Malicious node
-2 Mostly un-trust Mostly malicious node
-1 Able to trust Sometimes good to trust
0 Unidentified Can not identify right now
1 Trust with risk Able to trust but comes with risk
2 Ok Ok to trust but comes with low present risk
3 Absolute trust 100% trust

Table 2: Reference trust degree table

Value Mean Description
-3 No quality at all Malicious nodes
-2 Bad quality Most of the time are malicious nodes
-1 Have some good link Have some good links
0 Unidentified Can not identify right now
1 Ok Able to trust but comes with risk
2 Good Ok to trust but comes with low present risk
3 Absolute good 100% trust

4) Quality of Service

After every transaction, the source reviews the security level of the destination,

and assigns a trust value that acts as a quality of service metric at the source node.

5)  Quality of Reference:

For the reference node, if the node that it references is good, then the source

assigns a grade for the reference. Nodes with good behavior or that have high trust value

also have a high grade for reference.  Since the malicious nodes may affect other nodes

and turn other nodes into malicious nodes, having a good reference is also very important.

Inside of the calculation, no matter whether it is a direct or indirect connection, it will

have the following concepts:

a. The first reference, which usually is the first node which replies to the reference

trust value for source request message
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b. The destination trust value will be available after the last request reply message

received.

6) Trust Level for Node

A good trust model should also consider the node behaviors such as cheating or

hacking. Hence, the proposed model incorporates a metric for such behaviors. Also, in

order to avoid an unfair assignment of grade to a network node due to a single negative

opinion, all the directly connected nodes to a target node are allowed to review the

behavior of the target node.

7) Grade Node and Grade Target

The grade node is the node that grades the target nodes, and is also a user of the

trust model. The grade target is a node that is graded by the grade node. The reference

node is the node that offers suggestion to the grade node about the trust value each of

them has about the grade target.

8) Link

A link is a node’s behavior, and is classified as an incoming link and an outgoing

link. An incoming link is the one on which a node performs network action such as

receiving traffic. The outgoing links are those that forward the network traffic.

For an example, consider if node A plans to grade node B. Hence, node A is the

grade node to grade target B (node B). The grade node A uses nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 which

are just one hop away from node A, as its reference nodes. The link between these nodes

is called the direct link. The link from node A to node B is called an incoming link, and

the link from node B to node A is called an outgoing link. The rest of the links, except for
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those which point to grade target B (or node B) are called reference links. The nodes

which points to grade target B (or node B) are called incoming links.

Since an ad hoc network does not have a central management node, and using a

single node for gathering and broadcasting each node’s information increases the CPU

and memory usage on this node, each node has its own database about the other nodes in

the community. The nodes broadcast a message/request only when they need to know

some information about the target node. Each time a node broadcasts a request for the

routing table, it receives an update on the topology of the community. After requesting

the trust value for a target node and completing the communication with it, the source

node will be able to identify the trustworthy nodes and malicious nodes. In future

communications, the source node avoids forwarding any broadcast messages to the

malicious node until the record list is updated again.

3.7 Types of Connections:

(1) Direct: For two directly connected nodes, the trust is evaluated according to the

following major factors: history, content, and the grades from other nodes that belong to

the same trust community. [1]

(1 )s oT T T                                  0<∂<1 ------------- (5)

Ts is the trust value for source node towards the destination node’s trust value. To is the

trust value for rest of the nodes (except nodes mentioned in Ts) in this community toward

the destination node. ∂ is used to justify the value.

After every transaction, the source node reviews the quality of its trade with the

destination node, and assigns a grade to the destination node. This grade is used in the

future when the source node has to communicate with the same destination node. When
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the grade of the target (destination) reaches the lowest value, the source node broadcasts

this information to other nodes, notifying them that the target node is a malicious node.

However, after a period of time, the information about the malicious node is deleted from

the record list, and the node will be viewed as a newly joined node and is allowed to

rebuild a new trust value.

Some nodes in the network may exhibit a selfish behavior by receiving data and

not forwarding it to the required destination. Such nodes receive a low grade for not

cooperating with other nodes and the proposed model can easily detect the malicious

nodes, separate them from the community, and encourage node cooperation in the

network.

For the Ts’s value, from the TSF (φ) [2], will get the following equation:

package actually forward
Package need to be forward

 
------ (6)

In a mobile ad hoc network, updating the trust values is an important process.

Consider as an example, node B left community C, or node B is not able to send the

signal for some time (due to running out of energy). However, later (within the trust

value update time), node B is again available. Based on the paper [1], we will have the

equation as blow:

c te    ---------------------- (7)

Δt is the parameter for node B  in community C, α is the weight parameter, λ is a constant.

If node B was a community member for a period of time, and then moves to a

new community located at position C, and later moves back to the old community at

location A, then the time node B starts moving from B to C until it returns to A is Δt’,
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where Δt’ is longer than the security time (the time for node B will not be viewed as a

newly joined node), then node B will be viewed as a newly joined node. Otherwise, node

B will not be viewed as a newly joined node.

For new, incoming nodes the following equation will be used to calculate the trust

value from node B to node R [1]:

''

b r

rb
b rF  


 

 --------- (8)

δb is the actual packet service on node b, and δb’ is the total number of packets

that node b received from reference node. δr is the actually packet service from node B,

and δr’ is the total number of packets received from B. According to this, the new node B

(the node which needs to be graded) is also able to get the reference trust value from

other nodes in the community. Submit equation 6 and 7 into 4
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ab baT T , Tabθ is the weight value parameters, eΔt is time that node B is able to identify

by the community, and the A (n) here is the review accuracy degree; Tar, Trb is the trust
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value toward the reference node in community C. best worseT T
n
  is the average grade, and n

represents the number of nodes that work as interaction nodes between node A and node

B.

The behavior of a target node is considered to be very significant feedback

information. In certain networks, such as P2P networks, the node’s behavior is classified

into ‘using behavior’ or ‘supply behavior’, and these two behaviors usually overlap. In ad

hoc networks, these behaviors are almost the same since both of them are decentralized

distribution networks. This link is used to represent the behavior of the node. When two

nodes communicate, then we can say there is a path between these two nodes. The path

here has a direction like a vector, and always points to the target (from the source node to

the destination node).

The reference node selection rule: The reference nodes are the ones which are not

the interaction nodes, which mean they are all able to reach the destination node directly.

(2) Indirect connection.

When node B joins the communities C, its directly connected neighbors compute

trust value with a direct connect calculation. Later, node A broadcasts a request to all the

neighboring nodes for the trust value for node B, and all the nodes possessing the trust

value for node B serve as a reference link. For indirect trust, the reference nodes justify

the trust value toward the newly joined node B.

For example, node A and node B are in different communities, and node A is

required to reach node B. Depending on the availability of the intermediate nodes, node

A may have multiple paths to reach node B, and the equation is shown as below.
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The prior research indicates that node misbehavior is an important issue in ad hoc

networks. So, a trust model applied in the network must recognize malicious activities,

and penalize the corrupt nodes. A malicious node can perform the following actions to

achieve benefits in various network scenarios.

Modify its own behavior record: In order to obtain the high trust values, a target

node may modify its own behavior for temporary periods of time to achieve high

reference value from other nodes.

Fake node record: The target may create and register some non-existing nodes in the

network, and achieve high grades through these makeup nodes. The target is therefore

able to increase its trust level.

Unfair grading: The grade node assigns an unfairly low grade to the target node

that does not represent its real behavior after every transaction, thereby continuously

lowering its trust level.

A well-developed trust model must be able to handle all such malicious activities,

and punish the corrupt nodes accordingly. The proposed trust model can handle all the

above discussed malicious behavior. Also, as the communication history and trust level

assignments are handled distributively by the individual nodes, and these nodes can only
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modify the records that may concern themselves. Hence, the possibility of a node hacking

another node’s record is very low.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION

4.1 Requests for Reference Link

Every time when the request node sends out the reference message to the

destination node’s neighbor and after the source node has the trust value of the

destination node, then the source node replies. After getting the reply, the source node

will send out another packet with the request for the reference trust value.

The request packet will contain the requester’s ID, the destination ID. The reply

message will have the replier’s ID and the trust value for the destination that the requester

previously requested. For example, when node A broadcasts a message to figure out who

the neighbor of node B is, nodes receiving the broadcast will check their routing table.

Node B’s neighbors who got the request message from node A then reply to that message

with the trust value toward node B included in the reply. When node A receives the trust

value it will be used as the reference trust value towards node B.

After each of B’s neighbors sends their own viewpoint about B, A will be able to

have knowledge about B, and build its own viewpoint about B. After this record, build

B’s neighbor can be viewed as a whole node. Other nodes’ viewpoints will be serviced as

a reference.

First check the status of the node to see if it is idle or busy, and if it is busy then

wait for a few seconds and check (within the window content) again; if checking node is

idle, prepare to calculate the trust value for the destination node, which consists of two

parts: if the destination node is directly connected, then calculate the average trust value
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of direct link Td; if the node has reached through other nodes then query node u's

reference link and reference node list; check to see if there is any new reference node

joining the community; calculate the average trust value. Based on these two trust values,

we will be able to get node A’s trust value. The following step is to justify should we

allow this communication or drop the entire packet. If the trust value is high enough, then

drop the entire packet, and reset the status of the node back to idle. If the trust value is

good enough to allow this communication, and give a value to grade this communication,

then update the value in the link list. Meanwhile, justify the link history list and prepare

to update the node credit. Query A’s direct connect list, then calculate the credit grade for

all of A’s reference links, get the average value, and then wait for the query (the pseudo

code will show below).

The ad hoc network is a decentralizing network, so the frequency of grade updates

should be high. However, high frequency grade calculation and updates may occupy

more resources. So every time after each trade, it is necessary to give a grade to review

the trade. When the nodes do not participate in communication temporarily, their trust

value is the previous trust value obtained during the previous communication. For a

request, it may get more than one reference link’s recommendation, so an average is used

to determine the trust value in this proposal. The Breadth-first search (BFS) program [11]

is used to simulate the scenarios for the verification of the proposed model. This program

finds the nodes by hop, since another simulator such as NS- 2 is not being used for the

same. In order to simulate an opening network by using C++, the platform we are using is

visual studio 2010. In order to simulate random deployment of ad hoc nodes, a random

number generator function is used in C++, and boolean parameter flags are used for
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verification and decision making-processes. The following function is used for

simulations:

int random(1, 10)
{
    return first_number+(last_num)*rand()/(10 + 1.0);
}

The above function selects the numbers of any required range, and the entire

network will be viewed as a tree. For example, the source node is viewed as the root of a

tree, and the other nodes as the leaves of this tree. The breadth-first search will be limited

to ten hops that are dependent on the transmission range of the node. The program

facilitates every node to calculate and store the basic information about other nodes. The

actual trust values and the routing data are stored in matrices. Pseudocode is as follows.

class ADJ{
void CreateALGraPh(ALGrahp *G){

build a ADJ in order to store the nodes information
read the number of the node and check how many path exist between
nodes (here choose a random number)

for(i=0£»i<G->n£»i++){//set the root
read nodes information
empty the Adjacency list

}
setup the path ilist
store the nodes information
number j list
s->next=G->adjlist[i].firstedge
insert new node *s into node vi
number i list
s->next=G->adjlist[j].firstedge
insert new node *s into node vj's head
}//end for

}CreateALGraph

To simulate network topology as a tree and identify the next hop neighbors and

the connected nodes for each node, the following pseudocode for breadth-first-search

(BFS) was implemented.
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procedure BFS(Graph,source):

create a queue Q
enqueue source onto Q

mark source
while Q is not empty:

dequeue an item from Q into v
for each edge e incident on v in Graph:
let w be the other end of e

if w is not marked:
mark w

enqueue w onto Q

In the implementation of BFS, the node A is selected as the root of the tree, and

its immediate neighbors are searched. In later stages, the program searches for the two-

hop and three hop destinations from the root and finally presents the location of each

node in the network on the tree.

The distance between the network nodes is calculated using the Dijkstra algorithm.

A node ten hops away from the source node is considered as a source node for a new tree.

The two trees are considered as two individual trust boundaries, and the nodes in one

trust boundary uses the source node of the other trust boundary to establish connectivity

with its leaves.

The pseudocode for this part is following:

numloop = how many child may have
for (int num;num=<numloop;num++)
{
  set the new source node
  set the source node as the destination node
  do{

communication();
  }
  while(num not equals to number of the children)
}
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We are using the Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the distance between any two

nodes. During the calculation, the path will also be marked down and stored in the source

nodes’ memory. There will be an array inside of the program for collecting the reference

trust value, and then the starting calculation for the A (n)’s calculation.

In order to simulate the malicious and selfish nodes, authors set these nodes flag

into M. These nodes cannot be used for forwarding the packets, and the distance changes

to infinite.

In the proposed model, the initial trust value and review points were set to 0 until

the nodes built a communications history with their neighbors and got their reviews.

Otherwise, the review policy will not have a major impact. These policies help the model

in identifying fake nodes along with the nodes recommending such nodes. When the

malicious nodes are identified, the grade for these nodes is decreased to discourage the

corrupt nodes. The main goal of using the accuracy trust model is solving the unfair

grading. The grading feedback policy will bundle the node trust with the node referenced

together, and if the node does have any inappropriate behavior, the rest of the nodes will

know and will be able to have a corresponding punishment towards the node. If the

malicious node is guilty of unfair grading, then its reference grade will decrease sharply

when other nodes notify of this malicious behavior.
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The pseudo algorithm for the proposed model

while (status idle)
{

status = busy;

ready to update u's grade accuracy;

query node u's reference link and reference node list;

check if new reference been added;

calculate the trust value of all reference link to u;

calculate u's grade accuracy;

regrade the u's reference's trust grade;

//bool dirflag = true;queried all the the dirline of entity u,than set flag = true

if (indirflag)
{

query entity's all reference link;

check if the reference have a new refrence link;

query the accuracy of u's reference's trust grade;

calculate the average true value of indirlink Ti;
}
if (dirflag)
{

calculate the average true value of dirlink Td;
}

T = alp*Td + beta*Ti //calculate entity u's finial trust value;

update entity u's trust history record

if (record good)
{

send pkg;

grade the u's reference's trust grade;
}
update the link record;
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set status = idle;
}
while (R)
{

use BFS to get all the possible link;

use dijiaka to get the shortest link;//basically for any two node
}
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The proposed trust model uses the target’s direct connected nodes’ trust value as

the reference trust value and the reference node’s grading policy. The nodes with high

reference grade and trust values without any negative points will provide the reference to

their neighbors. The nodes with a general review point such as 0.1 or 0.2 do not cause a

difference for the target; however, a negative one will cause an obvious change to the

target node. When malicious nodes increase, this model will move closer to the target

trust value.

Table 3: Simulation results
Target trust TSF AT

1 0.978 0.896
0.9 0,965 0,976
0.8 0.835 0.896
0.7 0. 747 0.796
0.6 0.621 0.630
0.5 0.503 0.544
0.4 0.478 0.465
0.3 0.397 0.396
0.2 0.245 0.261
0.1 0.134 0.154
0.0 0.021 0.012
-0.1 -0.132 -0.102
-0.2 -0.342 -0.246
-0.3 -0.452 -0.398
-0.4 -0.323 -0.357
-0.5 -0.532 -0.430
-0.6 -0.432 -0.543
-0.7 -0.745 -0.736
-0.8 -0.834 -0.869
-0.9 -0.889 -0.912
-1 -0.989 -0.975
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Figure 4 Compare to AT, GT is more closed to targe trust value

According to Figure 4, the result is pretty close to the TSF, except the first part of

the simulation. If the number of malicious nodes is low, then it is able to identify whether

node is a malicious node or not. It is because in the trust community, most of the records

are trustable. However if most of the nodes are malicious nodes, it is hard to identify

whether a node is trustable or not. When malicious nodes change the trust value or

recommend other malicious nodes with high recommended trust values, it is hard to

identify whether the node is trustable or not. When density of malicious nodes here is

more than 50%, most of the messages are ignored or dropped. That is why when the

malicious node number reaches 12, the trust grade decreases sharply. This is because

when malicious nodes’ density reaches some certain value, for those trustable nodes,

when they receive one malicious node’s high recommendation trust value from different

malicious nodes, it wouldn’t able to identify this value as good or not. According to this,

most of the trust values are not trustable anymore.

As mentioned above, when malicious nodes’ density arrive at some certain value,
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it is hard to figure the node’s trust value. Determining the node’s trust value when the

node density is higher is left as future work.
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